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Executive Summary
Trends in exports and global trade
2016 saw a gradual improvement in exports. This was primarily evident in exports of
services sector, which resumed growth at an accelerated pace, while towards the
fourth quarter of 2016, industrial exports joined the trend. In summary, exports rose
to a total of $96 million, up 3% from 2015. An analysis of export data for the first two
quarters of 2017 points to an accelerated upward trend.
In the first half of 2017, Israeli exports of goods and services rose 6% compared to
the first half of 2016, totaling $50 billion. Exports of goods rose 4% in dollar terms,
owing to the growth in industrial exports. At the same time, the accelerated growth in
services exports continued in the first half of 2017 – during this period exports of
services rose by 8%, mainly owing to the continued growth in high tech services and
the rose in tourism exports.

Exports of goods
In the first half of 2017, diamond exports rose 4% year-over-year to a total of $29
billion. Exports of goods excluding diamonds rose 5% to $25 million. Industrial
exports increased by 5% to $24.5 billion. Total diamond exports (raw and refined)
during the period fell 3% to $3.9 billion. The downward trend in agricultural exports
over the past few years was curbed, while in the first half of 2017, this trend reversed.
During this period, agricultural exports totaled $765 million, up 6.5% from the first half
of 2016.

Industrial exports
During the first half of 2017, industrial exports rose in dollar terms. Exports of
dominant sectors rose by 5% - owing to the handsome growth in pharmaceuticals
and chemicals and despite a sharp decrease in exports of electronic components.
Following the upward trend in energy prices from their level in 2016 and in line with
our assessments in December 2016, in the first half of 2017 exports of chemicals and
oil distillates grew steeply. In the first six months of 2017, chemicals and distillate
exports totaled $4.3 billion – up 12% from the same period of 2016.
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Exports of pharmaceuticals grew by 10% to reach $3.7 billion. The bulk of this increase
was recorded in the second quarter, during which these exports soared 28%. Bear in
mind that the pharmaceuticals industry is highly concentrated and its exports are
subject to periodic fluctuations. In our estimation, in the second half of 2017, the pace
of growth in pharmaceutical exports will moderate.
Exports of electronic components fell by 20% year-over-year to $1.8 billion. In 2016,
exports of components dropped 35%. In our estimation, these exports are likely to see
a significant recovery towards the end of 2017 and during 2018.
In the first half of 2017, total exports of the three dominant sectors (chemicals,
pharmaceuticals and components), which are highly concentrated, rose by 4% to $9.7
billion – accounting
for 42% of total
Total export of Goods (Exc. Diamonds)
exports
(goods
8.0%
excluding
5.4%
6.0%
diamonds).
4.0%

3.8%

During
2016,
2.0%
exports of other
0.9%
sectors
(goods 0.0%
-0.6%
excluding
-2.5%
-2.0%
-4.1%
diamonds, net of
-4.0%
-3.5%
dominant sectors),
-5.9%
also recorded a -6.0%
-7.3%
-6.5%
favorable
trend. -8.0%
This trend, which
began in the first
quarter of 2016,
continued throughout the year, peaking in the fourth quarter with a sharp increase in
exports (12% compared to the fourth quarter of 2015). This improvement continued in
2017, albeit more moderately.
In the first quarter of 2017, exports of other sectors rose 7.5% year-over-year, which
slowed to 1% in the second quarter. Overall, in the first half of 2017, these exports
rose 5% compared to their level in 2016.
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Exports by trading regions
An analysis of export trends by regions points to an increase in exports to most of
Israel's trading regions. Following two consecutive years of decline, exports to the
European Union in the first half of 2017 rose impressively by 14%; exports to Asian
countries fell 7%, impacted by the volatility in the exports of electronic components;
exports to Latin American countries remained stable while exports to sub-Sahara
Africa continued to shrink, falling by 8% from the first half of 2016.

Exports of goods to leading destinations
The sharp fluctuations in major export industries paint the picture of Israeli exports
to leading destinations. For example, the growth pharmaceutical exports had a
positive effect on exports to European markets. The sharp decline in electronic
component exports had a negative impact on exports to different Asian markets,
while chemical exports had a positive impact on total exports to Turkey, since
chemicals are a major component of sales to this country.
Exports to the US, Israel's biggest and most important target market, rose 11% in the
first half of 2017 to a total of $6 billion. The increase in exports to the US was mainly
(but not only) attributable to the growth in exports of electronic components, in
contrast to the downward trend witnessed in this industry. Exports to the UK, Israel's
second-ranking export
market and the biggest
in Europe, rose 12% in
dollar
terms.
While
pharmaceutical exports,
which account for more
than two thirds of
exports to the British
Isle, and which rose by
12%, were the main
driver of the upward
trend, other sectors saw
a handsome 7% increase.
The upturn trend in Israeli exports to China continued in the first half of 2017, totaling
$1.6 billion – up 41% year-over-year. It is noted that while this remarkable growth was
primarily attributable to electronic components (in contrast to the general trend in this
industry) – net of this impact, exports of most industries to China recorded a double4

digit growth. In view of the growth to China and the overall decline in exports to Asia,
China's weight continued to rise and is currently 36% of total goods exported to Asia 1.
Exports to Turkey, which in 2016 fell to its lowest level in 7 years, recorded a slight
recovery and in the first half of 2017 rose 6%.
The downward trend in exports to India continued in the first half of 2017, as exports
posted a 19% decline. In fact, among Israel's leading export destinations, India was one
of the few countries to which exports decreased year-over-year.
In addition, there was a marked increase in exports to France (+58%), Belgium
(+27%), Russia (+51%), Germany (+9%) and the Netherlands (+5%). On the other
hand, exports declined to Spain (-4%) and to Italy (-13%).

Exports of services
Israel's balance-of-payments during the first half of 2017 point to continued growth in
services exports– the growth engine of Israeli exports in the last few years. During
those years the service sector grew at a relatively fast pace, and given the continued
stagnation in goods exports, was the chief driver of export growth, or at the very least
curbed the decline in total exports. The accelerated growth in services exports during
the last few years was the main contributor to Israel's positive trade balance and,
coupled with the sharp decline in the imports of energy materials (since the start of
production from Israel's gas reserves) – contributed substantially to the currentaccount surplus.
In the first half of
2017, exports of
services totaled $21
billion – up 8% yearover-year. Exports of
business
services
grew 6.5% to $16
billion, and currently
accounts for 75% of
total
exports
of
services.
1

Compared to 24% of total exports to Asia in the first half of 2016. Exports to China including Hong
Kong is currently 44% of total goods exports to Asia.
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Exports of high tech services in the first half of 2017 totaled $11 billion – up 6.5% from
the same period in 2016. Exports of this sector account for 54% of total revenue from
services exports. In fact, the entire growth posted by this sector over the past few
years (2013-2016) is attributable to high tech exports.
Exports of tourism services also enjoyed an upward trend, following two consecutive
years of decline. Exports of tourism services posted a 16% increase, while exports of
transportation services grew 6% after years of continued decline.

The exchange rate
During the first half of 2017, the dollar fell by 9.1% vis-à-vis the shekel. The dollar's
average exchange rate during this period was NIS 3.66/dollar – 5.2% below its
average rate in the first half of 2016.
At the same time, given the Euro's global weakening and the shekel's appreciation visà-vis the dollar – the shekel continued its rapid appreciation against the Euro, as it fell
to a 16-year low in March 2017 (NIS 3.82/Euro). In the following months, the Euro
strengthened both globally and against the shekel. At the end of June 2017, the Euro's
exchange rate was NIS 3.986 – 1.4% below its rate at the start of the year. The Euro's
average rate in the first seven months was NIS 3.965 – 8% below its average rate in
the first half of 2016.

Data: Bank of Israel

The changes in currency exchange rates, particularly the dollar – shekel, have a direct
and significant impact on Israeli companies' revenues from their sales abroad.
According to the Central Bureau of Statistics, 86% of export transactions are conducted
in US dollars, 11% in Euro and 3% in other currencies.
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Exports forecast for 2017
In our forecast from December 2016, we stated that based on our estimates, in 2017
exports of goods and services (excluding start-ups) will grow by 6% in dollar terms – to
a total of $100 billion2. Data for the first half of 2017 indeed point to a 6% growth in
exports (to $50 billion) and we therefore reiterate our forecast.
IEICI 2017 forecast // exports of goods and services

* 2017 – forecast by the economic unit

2

In 2016, exports of goods and services (excl. start-ups) totalled $94.5 billion. Total exports of start up
companies amounted to $96.2 billion.
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Developments and trends in Israeli exports
- Summary for the first half of 2017 Trends in exports and global trade
In 2016, exports began a trend of recovery. This trend was evident in the exports of
the services sector, which grew at an accelerated pace – but also in the industrial
sector towards the fourth quarter of 2017. During 2016, exports rose to a total of $96
billion, up 3% from 2015. This growth was mainly attributable to an 8.5% increase in
services exports and despite a 1% decline in goods exports.
According to an initial analysis of export data in the first two quarters of 2017, the
upward trend that began in 2016 strengthened in 2017. Naturally, Israeli exports are
highly impacted by the global environment. Based on data published by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), in 2016, global trade (goods and services) rose by
2.2% only, similar to the growth rate posted by Israeli exports.3 According to the IMF's
forecast4, in 2017 global trade is expected to grow by an annual rate of 3.8%. We
estimate that Israeli exports will grow slightly above the global trend and at the end
of 2017 will post a 6% increase in dollar terms (a detailed forecast by the economic
unit is presented at the end of this review).

Exports of Goods and Services
According to the economic unit's estimates, which include an analysis of goods export
data based on foreign trade, an analysis of services export data based on the balance
of payments and adjustments of foreign trade data to the balance of payments,
indicate that in the first half of 2017, Israeli exports of goods and services increased
6% y-o-y to a total of $50 billion5. According to our estimates, goods services rose by
4% in dollar terms, owing to the growth in exports posted by the industrial sector. The
accelerated growth in services exports continued in the first half of 2017. During this
period exports by the services industry rose 8%, mainly due to the substantial growth
in high tech services exports and the increase in tourism exports.
3
4
5

Excluding diamonds and start-ups
IMF – World Economic Outlook Update – July 2017
Including foreign trade data adjustments and exports to the Palestinian Authority; Foreign trade
adjustments include continuing projects, goods that had not yet left Israeli ports and sales made directly
by subcontractors working for Israeli companies), and in this analysis also include exports to the
Palestinian Authority.
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Exports of Goods
Industry, diamonds and agriculture
In the first half of 2017, exports of goods rose 4% y-o-y in dollar terms, totaling $29
billion, and exports of goods excluding diamonds rose 5% to $25 billion.
Industrial exports, which accounts for 83% of total goods exports, rose by 5% in the
first six months of 2017 to a total of $24.5 billion. Exports of diamonds (refined and
raw diamonds) fell 3% to $3.9 billion (14% of total goods exports).
The downward trend witnessed in agricultural exports over the last few years came to
a halt, and in the first half of 2017 there was a slight recovery. During this period
agricultural exports totaled $765 million, an increase of 6.5% from the first half of 2016
and up 1% from 2015. However, agricultural exports remained significantly below its
levels in 2013-2014. The increase in exports of agricultural commodities is mainly
attributable to the growth in exports to Russia, while the decline in exports to the EU
and the US somewhat mitigated the positive trend.

Agricultural exports: H1.2013-H1.2017
In millions of USD
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Data analysis: Economic Unit, IEICI
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Industrial exports6
In the first half of 2017 industrial exports posted an increase in dollar terms. Exports
of dominant sectors rose by 5% - owing to a handsome growth in pharmaceutical and
chemical exports and despite a sharp decrease in exports of electronic components.
An upward trend was recorded by other sectors (industrial exports excluding
pharmaceuticals, components and chemicals).
Following the rise in
energy
prices
compared to 2016,
exports of chemicals
and oil distillates
posted
a
sharp
growth, in line with
our estimates for
2017 that a recovery
in global energy
prices will create a
positive momentum
in these exports.
Exports of chemicals
and oil distillates in the first six months of 2017 totaled $4.3 billion - up 12% year-overyear.
Global oil prices, which fell at the start of 2016 to a 12-year low (averaging $30.7 per
barrel in January), saw an impressive recovery during 2016 and January 2017 – up to a
price of $54.9 per barrel in February 2017. Despite the continued decline since
February, which deepened in June, average oil prices are still significantly above their
level in the corresponding period of 2016. For example, in the first quarter of 2017, oil
prices were 59% higher year-over-year and 9% higher in the second quarter of 2017.
Overall, the average price of an oil barrel in the first half of 2017 was $51.7 – 30%
above its price in 2016.
In the first half of 2017, pharmaceutical exports rose by 10% to $3.7 billion. This rise
was mainly posted in the second quarter, during which exports grew sharply by 28%. In
May, pharmaceutical exports totaled $850 million (more than total exports of
electronic components in the last 3 months) – the highest monthly figure recorded
since February 2015. In our assessment, during the second half of 2017, the pace of
growth will moderate.

6

The analysis of trends in industrial exports which is presented in this chapter, as well as the analysis of
export trends by trade regions and leading export markets in the following chapters – are based on
foreign trade data and do not include adjustments to the balance of payments and exports to the
Palestinian Authority.
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Following the trend in exports of electronic components in 2016, in the first half of
2017 these exports dropped 20% year-over-year (totaling $1.8 billion). As we pointed
out in previous reviews, the decline in production and exports of electronic
components is due to an isolated technical-logistic event and is not indicative of a
downward trend. Production and exports of electronic components are significantly
affected by Intel's construction of a new, state-of-the-art production line, and in our
opinion, these exports will pick up towards the end of 2017 and during 2018.
Total exports of these three dominant and highly concentrated sectors (chemicals,
pharmaceuticals and electronic components) rose by 4% in the first half of 2017 to
$9.7 billion – 42% of total exports (goods excluding diamonds).

Exports of goods Q1.15 – Q2.17
Exports of goods excluding diamonds, original data // % of change year-over-year

Total export of Goods (Exc. Diamonds)
8.0%
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-3.5%

-4.1%
-4.0%

-6.0%

-5.9%
-7.3%

-8.0%

-6.5%

Data analysis: Economic Unit, IEICI
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Exports of other industries (exports of goods excluding diamonds and excluding
dominant sectors) continued its upward spiral. This trend, which began in the first
quarter of 2016, continued throughout the year and peaked in the fourth quarter with
a sharp 12% increase compared to the fourth quarter of 2015. This improvement
continued into 2017, albeit at a slower pace. In the first quarter exports of other
sectors rose 8% year-over-year and in the second quarter they rose by 1%.
Overall, in the first six months of 2017 exports of other industries increased by 5%
compared to the same period of 2016.

Impact of the dominant sectors on exports, H1.2013 – H1.2017
Exports of goods excl. diamonds – original data in millions of dollars
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Data analysis: Economic Unit, IEICI
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Exports of industrial high tech
In the first half of 2017 industrial high-tech exports (equipment and products) rose
5% to $11.4 billion. Industrial high tech exports were significantly impacted by the
electronic components industry, which fell 20% to $4 billion (as stated above, this
decline was due to Intel's construction of a new production line; the industry is
expected to pick up is towards the end of 2017). Other high tech sectors, however, saw
an increase in exports, particularly pharmaceuticals, which rose 10% from the first half
of 2016.
Despite the decline in electronic components, exports of this industry remain
considerably above other those of other sectors. The components and pharmaceutical
sectors are highly dominant, in Israeli exports in general and in high tech exports in
particular. These sectors account for one half of Israel's high tech exports while their
weight in total exports (excluding diamonds) is equivalent to one quarter of exported
goods. It should be noted that the electronic components industry is significantly
influenced by Intel's production and export activities. Similarly, Teva's production,
marketing and selling activities have a strong impact on pharmaceutical exports, which
represent a high percentage of industrial exports.
Another major component of industrial high tech exports is aircrafts, which is also a
highly concentrated, volatile sector with only a handful of companies. In 2015, aircraft
exports soared 54% (to a record level of $3.4 billion), while in 2016 they declined by
11% (to $3 billion)7. In the first half of 2017, aircraft exports rose 13% year-over-year
and totaled $1.8 billion.
Total exports of these industries (components, pharmaceuticals and aircrafts) rose 2%
to $7.2 billion – accounting for 64% of industrial high tech exports. Exports of
electronic components, pharmaceuticals and aircrafts are highly concentrated, with a
handful of companies responsible for the bulk of exports. Other industrial high tech
sectors – medical equipment as well as electronic and optical equipment – the core
index of high tech industries – are much less concentrated and not dominated by any
one company.
Exports of these sectors grew by 13% in the first half of 2017 to $4.1 billion. Exports
of electronic and optical equipment, which among others, includes advanced
equipment for the measurement and control of production processes8 – rose 14% to
$3.4 billion, while exports of medical equipment increased by 6% to $720 million.

7
8

Despite this decline, aircraft exports remain significantly above average levels in prior years
Mainly for the electronics industry
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Exports of Hi-tech industries
H1.2017 versus H1.2016 // original data, $ billion
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Data analysis: Economic Unit, IEICI

Exports of other industries
Exports of other industries (industrial exports excluding high tech) were a mixed bag
and overall, in the first half of 2017, posted a 2% decline year-over-year. Exports of
chemicals and oil distillates naturally had the most significant impact with a 12%
increase from the first half of 2016.
Exports of rubber and plastic products rose 2.5% to $1.1 billion, exports of electrical
equipment rose 6% to $560 million, exports of food and beverages increased by 8% to
$525 million, exports of textile products and apparel rose 2.5% to $420 million,
exports of jewelry also rose by 2.5% to $360 million and exports of metals and metal
products increased by 21% to $310 million.
On the other hand, exports of machinery and equipment fell 6% to $2.8 billion and
exports of wood, paper and printing declined by a similar rate to $250 million.
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Exports of other industries
H1.2017 versus H1.2016 // original data, $ billion
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Exports of goods by regions
Exports in the first half of 2017 by regions – goods excl. diamonds, unadjusted
An analysis of trends by geographic regions points to recovery and growth in the
export of goods to most regions, consistent with the general trend in exports in the
first half of 2017. Bear in mind that the development of exports by geographic regions
is highly correlated to the development of exports by industries. For example, the
upward trend in chemical exports in the first six months had a significant impact on
exports to high-demand regions, particularly the EU, which is a major destination for
this industry. Similarly, the sharp decline in the exports of electronic components led
to the overall decline in Israeli exports to Asia.

The European Union
The significant improvement in exports to EU countries in the fourth quarter of 2016
almost entirely offset the overall decline in Israeli exports, which ultimately fell by 2%
only in dollar terms. This positive trend continued and even strengthened in the first
two quarters of 2017, as exports to the EU rose impressively by 14% to $7.9 billion –
34% of total goods exports during the period.
The growth in exports to the EU followed two consecutive years of declines (at yearend 2016 exports fell to their lowest level in the last 6 years) - in line with our
projections from December 2016, which were based on expectations for recovery in
the global trade and a growth in demand for imports, with an emphasis on developed
markets9. The impressive growth in exports in dollar terms was recorded despite a 3%
depreciation in the Euro's average rate vis-à-vis the dollar, so that the real growth rate
was slightly higher.
An industry-based analysis shows that exports of pharmaceuticals, which account for
one quarter of total goods exported to the EU, largely contributed to the double-digit
growth in these exports; net of pharmaceuticals, the growth rate was still substantial,
led by chemicals and aircrafts.
Notable export destinations were France, the exports to which soared by 58%, exports
to Belgium, which rose sharply by 27%. Exports to Britain, Israel’s main export market
in Europe and its second biggest market in the world, rose 12%, while exports to the
Netherlands rose 5%, exports to Germany increased by 9% and exports to Greece
soared 38%. On the other hand, exports to Italy fell by 13% and exports to Spain
declined 4%.
9

In July 2017, the IMF adjusted its growth projections for imports by developed countries from 3.6% to
3.9%.
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The US
The growth momentum in exports to the US continued in 2017, following a 6-year
high in 2016 when exports totaled $11.6 billion. In the first half of 2017, exports rose
11% to $6 billion (26% of total exports). The growth in exports to the US was
primarily attributable to electronic components, in contrast to the downward trend in
this industry during the period.

Asia
The negative trend in exports to Asia, which we reported in our 2016 review,
continued in the first half of 2017. In both years exports to Asia were significantly
affected by the sharp decrease in exports of electronic components (for the reasons
specified above), a highly dominant industry which accounts for one quarter of total
goods exported to the continent.
In the first half of 2017, Israeli exports to Asia countries posted a 7% decline yearover-year to $4.3 billion (18% of total exports). However, excluding electronic
components, the situation is reversed and exports to Asia are up 14%.
Despite the general negative trend, exports to China soared 41% year-over-year due to
the sharp growth in the exports of electronic components. This stemmed from a
significant and irregular diversion of trade from Asian countries – mainly Vietnam and
Malaysia – to China.10 Even if we exclude the positive impact of the components
industry on exports to China, exports rose by 10% in the first half of 2017 - this
favorable trend is evident across the majority of industries exporting to China.
Bottom line, in view of the continued decline in exports to Asia, China's weight
increased in the first six months to 36% of total goods exported to Asia (compared to
32% in 2016 and 27% in 2015)11.
The impressive recovery in exports to India during 2015 came to a halt. After declining
by 12% during 2016, exports to India in the first half of 2017 dropped 19% from their
level in the first half of 2016.
On the other hand, an increase was recorded in exports to South Korea (+66%),
Taiwan (+54%), Japan (+10%), Hong Kong (+8%) and Thailand (+7%). Noteworthy are
exports to Indonesia, which have been growing steadily for a long period of time and
in the first six months of 2017 rose by 40%.
10

As we previously noted, the global manufacturer of chips and components, Intel, holds assembly and
testing facilities in China, Vietnam, Malaysia and Costa Rica where the chips manufactured in the
company’s production plants in Israel are sent. Changes in the exports of components result from
Intel’s business considerations and decisions regarding the allocation of exports among target markets,
and do not necessarily point to changes in local demand.
11
With the addition of exports to Hong Kong, exports to China rose to 44% of total exports to Asia
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The steepest decline was recorded in exports to Vietnam (-93%), and Malaysia (-99%)
due to the diversion of trade in the electronic components industry.12
Consistent with the projected growth in the exports of electronic components towards
the end of 2017 and during 2018, we expect exports to Asia to recover.

Latin America
In the first half of 2017 exports to Latin American remained virtually unchanged from
their level in 2016 (totaling $885 million, 4% of total exports).
Exports to Latin America were mainly affected by the steep decline in exports to Chile
(down 39%), while exports to Brazil - Israel’s biggest export market in the region, rose
by 21% year-over-year (after several years of contraction).
Brazil – the strongest economy in Latin America - is currently recovering from a severe
economic and political crisis, which led to a sharp depreciation in the local currency.
This, together with the economic slowdown, significantly hurt Brazilian demand for
imported goods. In 2016, Brazil's imports of goods and services fell by 10.3% in real
terms, while in 2017, imports are expected to post a real growth rate of 6.4%.

Sub-Sahara Africa
In the first half of 2017, exports to Sub-Sahara Africa fell by 8%, after dropping 20%
in 2016. Since 2012, Israeli exports to this region have been on a downward trend.
The decline in export shipments to Africa was primarily due to contraction in exports of
chemical products, the main industry in exports to Africa. Exports to the Sub-Sahara
countries declined to a total of $325 million, which is 1.4% of total exports. 13

12

The diversion of trade, centralism and volatility of exports to different destinations all have a
significant impact on the effective exchange rate and the method in which currencies are weighted in
the currency basket.
13
It is noted that part of the exports to African countries is considered as "exports to unclassified
countries" and is not included in this analysis.
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Exports in the first half of 2017 // by trading regions
H1.2017 versus H1.2016, original data in $ billion
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Developments and changes in Israel's key export markets
Ranking of export markets and details by sectors: exports of goods excluding diamonds
Exports to the ten biggest target markets in the first half of 2017 accounted for 63%
of total exports, compared to 58% in the same period of 2016. In the first half of
2017 there was an improvement in exports to 9 out of the 10 major export
destinations – with a double-digit growth posted to 6 of these markets. Among the
20 key export markets, which account for 79% of total exports, only 3 recorded a
decrease in exports (as compared to 7 in the first half of 2016). 11 of the 20
destinations posted a double-digit increase, while 8 recorded a double-digit growth
rate above 20%.
The changes and volatility in major export industries had an impact on the ranking of
Israel’s leading export markets. For example, the growth in the pharmaceutical
industry had a positive impact on exports to European countries. The sharp decline in
exports of electronic components had a negative impact on exports to different Asian
countries, and chemical exports had a similar effect on sales to Turkey – where this
sector is a major component of total exports.

Israel’s 10 leading export destinations, first half of 201714
Exports of goods excluding diamonds, change in % YoY
Excluding exports to the Palestinian Authority

Data analysis: Economic Unit, IEICI

14

Italy and Spain are traditionally included in Israel's 10 leading export destinations, but in the first six
months of 2017 they fell below the required threshold. However, given their importance this chapter
includes a detailed analysis of exports to these markets.
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Israel’s 10 leading export destinations, first half of 2017
Based on exports of goods excluding diamonds, in billions of dollars, excluding exports to the
Palestinian Authority

Country
USA
Britain
China
Netherlands
France
Germany
France
Belgium
India
Russia

Exports
H1.2017
($ B)
6.0
2.2
1.6
1.1
1.0
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5

% change

2017
Ranking

2016
Ranking

Change

11%
12%
41%
5%
58%
9%
6%
27%
-19%
51%

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
8
6
7
13
9
16

(-)
(-)
(-)
(-)
+3
(-)
(-)
+5
(-)
+6

(* Exports to China including Hong Kong totalled $1.9 billion in the first half of 2017)
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United States
The positive momentum in exports to the US continued in the first half of 2017.
Exports of goods to the US, Israel’s major and most important export market, rose
11% in the first half of 2017, totaling $6 billion – 26% of total exports. The growth in
exports to the US was mainly driven by the exports of electronic components, despite
the overall downward trend in this industry in the reported period.
In 2016 exports to the US hit a 6-year high with $11.6 billion. If the current growth
pace continues in the second half of 2017 – exports to the US will be posting an alltime high.

Development of exports to the US, 2002-2016
Exports of goods excluding diamonds in billion USD

Data analysis: Economic Unit, IEICI

Pharmaceutical exports to the US fell 5% to $1.4 billion, accounting for 24% of total
exports to the US. It is noted that pharmaceuticals are a dominant industry in exports
to the US (and overall in Israeli exports), but also highly volatile15. These exports are
greatly affected by Teva's production and export activities.

15

This, among others, is due to the manufacturers' business decisions and considerations regarding the
distribution of exports among target markets – these decisions do not necessarily point to changes in
local demand.
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Likewise, a mixed trend was recorded by other high tech industries – exports of
electronic components soared 86% to $600 million, exports of electronic and optical
equipments16 fell 6% to $380 million, exports of medical equipment rose 13% yearover-year to $360 million exports of telecommunications rose 22% to $260 million,
exports of computer and printing system fell 5% to $200 million and exports of
aircrafts fell 23% to $100 million.

Exports of Hi-tech products to the US, H1.2016/H1.2017
H1. 2017 vs. H1.2016 – excluding pharmaceuticals, in million $
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Exports of other industries to the US also point to a mixed trend. Among the major
export industries, exports of chemicals fell by 23% to $470 million, exports of
machinery and equipment rose 7% to $370 million, exports of rubber and plastic
products increased by 3% to $290 million, exports of metals increased by 15% to $275
million, exports of textiles and apparel fell 7 % to $155 million, exports of jewelry
declined by 6% to $135 and exports of minerals rose 7% to $130 million.
Overall, according to foreign trade data for the first half of 2017, 26% of total goods
are exported to the US. Bear in mind that this data refers to goods only (excl.
diamonds) – if we account for exports of services, the US's weight and importance in
Israel's export markets increases.
16

Among others, includes advances equipment for measurement and control of production processes –
mainly for the electronics industry.
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United Kingdom
Exports to Britain, Israel’s biggest destination in Europe and ranking second among
global markets, rose 12% in dollar terms in 2016, totaling $2.2 billion.
The main exporting industry to the UK, which has had critical impact during the last
few years, is pharmaceuticals, which currently accounts for approx. 70%(!) of total
exports to the UK. As with the US, exports to the UK are affected by the dominance of
the pharmaceutical industry, which is mainly driven by Teva’s operations in the British
Isle, a key target market for the company. The sharp and rapid increase in
pharmaceutical exports to the UK over the past few years has established Britain’s
position as Israel’s second export market globally and its biggest export destination
among European countries.

Trends in exports to the U.K
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In the years 2010-2016 Israeli exports to the UK almost doubled, from $2 billion in
2010 to $3.8 billion in 2016. During that period, pharmaceutical exports soared by a
cumulative rate of 187% from $870 million in 2010 to $2.5 billion in 2016. While
pharmaceutical exports grew considerably, exports of other sectors remained almost
unchanged: despite a notable increase in 2011, from 2011 to 2016, exports remained
stagnant at an average level of $1.3 billion.
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However, when analyzing exports to the UK in the first half of 2017, a slight change
of trend is noticeable – exports of other industries grew by 7% as part of an overall
upward trend. Even in comparison to the first half of 2015, there is a noticeable
improvement, and exports are 2% higher than their average level in the same period in
2014-2016.

Exports to the UK of other industries,
Total exports excluding pharmaceuticals/ H1.2014-H1.2017- millions of USD
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A breakdown of exports to the UK: pharmaceutical exports rose 12% and totaled $1.5
billion (69% of total exports), exports of chemicals and oil distillates fell 10% to $295
million (8% of total exports), exports of rubber and plastics remained unchanged
compared to its volume in 2015 and totaled $133 million (3.5% of total exports),
jewelry exports soared 340% to $130 million (3.5% of total exports), metal exports
rose 36% to $100 million, agricultural exports rose 3% to $100 million, exports of
industrial control and measurement instruments soared by 113% to $82 million,
exports of telecommunication equipment rose 7% to $68 million and exports of
textiles rose by 7% to $66 million.

China
The trend of growth in Israeli exports to China continued and in the first half of 2017
totaled $1.6 billion – up 41% from the same period of 2016. While this exceptional
growth is mainly attributable to electronic components (in contrast to the general
25

trend in this industry), net of this impact, exports to China still posted a double-digit
growth rate.
In line with the clear trend of the past few years, especially in view of the decline in
exports to Asia in 2017, China's share of exports to the continent continued to grow
and currently accounts for 36% of total goods exported to Asia (compared to 24% in
the first half of 2016). Exports to China including Hong Kong is currently 44% of total
goods exported to Asia.

Trends in exports to China
Exports of electronic components vs. other sectors
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Exports in the first half of 2017 were largely affected by the volatility in chemicals and
minerals – net of these effects exports increased by 12%. This positive trend was
apparent almost across-the-board. The dominant sector exporting to China in the last
few years is electronic components, which is largely dominated by Intel. Total exports
of components in the first half of 2018 amounted to $775 million, up 90% from the
same period of 2016, and it now accounts for 50% of Israeli exports to China 17.
Another major industry exporting to China is chemicals which, in contrast to the
general upturn trend in this industry (for reasons stated earlier), actually rose by 5%
from 2016 to $140 million (9% of total exports to China).
17

Global Intel holds assembly and testing facilities in several locations in Asia (mainly in China,
Vietnam and Malaysia) to where the chips manufactured in the company’s plants in Israel are sent.
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Industrial control and measurement instruments - which mainly includes equipment
for controlling production process in the electronics industry - and is another major
industry in exports to China, has grown rapidly over the last few years. In the first half
of 2017, these exports posted a 12% increase and totalled $135 million – 9% of total
exports.
As we estimated in our previous report to sum up export trends, in the second half of
2016 exports of minerals to China peaked up and the steep downturn moderated
(down 77% in the first half of 2016), owing to new supply agreements. This trend
continued in 2017, as we anticipated: mineral exports soared 80% to $40 million. At
the same time, the decline in global prices as well as excess demand are bound to have
a negative impact on revenue from mineral exports and overall in 2018.
A general upward trend was recorded by most of the key industries: exports of metals
and metal products rose 35% to $55 million, exports of rubber and plastic products
soared 100% to $50 million, exports of engines and electrical equipment increased by
57% to $32 million and exports of food and beverages soared 110% to $25 million.
After a long and steady upward trend, in 2016 exports of medical equipment fell 7% to
$242 million. In the first half of 2017, the volume of exports remained stable compared
to the same period of 2016. Exports of machinery and equipment declined by 7% to
$87 million while exports of telecommunication equipment declined by 5% to $33
million.
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The Netherlands
Total exports to the Netherlands in the first six months of 2017 came to $1.1 billion,
up 5% from their level in 2016. Like many countries in the region, exports to the
Netherlands were affected by the fluctuations in the pharmaceutical and chemical
industries, which account for close to half of total exports to the country.
Bear in mind that the Netherlands, which is a central intersection in global trade,
serves as a gateway for these shipments, which are shipped to other European
countries18.
In line with the general trend in exports to Europe, in 2017 exports to the Netherlands
were consistent with the general positive trend: exports of chemicals and oil
distillates, which accounts for 27% of total exports to the Netherlands, rose 5% to
$310 million. Exports of pharmaceuticals, which fell by 12% in 2016, following a sharp
increase in previous years, slightly recovered during the first half of 2017 and posted a
4% increase from its level in mid-2016. Pharmaceutical exports totaled $215 million,
19% of total exports to the Netherlands.
Machinery and equipment, also a key export industry to the Netherlands, declined by
3% to $205 million (18% of total exports).
In addition, agricultural exports rose 10 % to $84 million, exports of medical-scientific
equipment rose 23% to $45million, exports of mineral products rose 38% to $40
million, exports of office machinery and computer system increased 27% to $40
million, exports of telecommunication equipment rose 7% to $33million, exports of
rubber and plastic increased 5% to $32 million, and exports of textiles and apparel
rose 18% to $26 million. On the other hand, exports of foods and beverages fell by 9%
to $34 million.

France
In the first half of 2017 exports to France soared 58% from their level in mid-2016
and amounted to $1.0 billion. The exceptional growth in exports was mainly
attributable to the aircraft industry, following a large-scale transaction – however,
excluding this industry exports still posted a double-digit growth of 16% year-overyear.

18

It should be noted that many Israeli companies have parent companies, subsidiaries or affiliates in the
Netherlands, and the country constitutes a gateway for Israeli companies to other European countries
and to certain countries outside Europe.
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Other than aircrafts, Israel mainly exports advanced metal products, chemicals and
agricultural produce to France, which together account for half of exports to the
country. Exports of metal products in the first half of 2017 rose 26% and totaled $165
million, exports of chemicals rose 25% to $110 million and exports of agricultural
produce increased by 35% to $106 million.
Other exports to France were consistent with the positive trend: exports of
machinery and equipment rose 20% to $63 million, exports of rubber and plastic
products rose 7% to $57 million, exports of food and beverages rose 9% totaled $28
million and exports of telecommunication equipment increased by 9% to $27 million.
In contrast with the general trend, exports of medical equipment fell by 8% to $26
million.

Germany
Germany is the 5th biggest market for Israeli exports in the world and the third in
Europe19. Exports to Germany are highly diverse, with no single dominant industry or
company that has a marked impact on exports to the country. In the first half of
2017, exports to Germany rose 9% and totaled $820 million.
Among the main export industries, exports of rubber and plastics soared 38% yearover-year to $1126 million (14 % of total exports to Germany), exports of machinery
and equipment rose 16% to $105 million (13% of total exports), exports of chemicals
and oil distillates – traditionally, the leading export industry to Germany – remained
stable at $100 million (13% of total exports)
Exports of metals and metal products fell 7% year-over-year to $60 million (7% of total
exports), exports of electronic components fell 15% to $45 million, and medical
equipment declined by 16% to $36 million.
On the other hand, exports office machinery and computer systems soared 130% to
$45 million, exports of pharmaceuticals increased by 6% to $42 million, exports of
engines and electrical equipment rose 4% to $42 million, exports of control,
measurement and navigation instruments surged 44% to $35 million, and exports of
telecommunication equipment rose 34% to roughly the same level.

19

Since Holland is a passageway for goods to other destinations around the world and that goods
exported from Israel to Holland are not intended solely for this market, some consider Germany as
the second most important exports market in Europe.
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Turkey
The downward trend in exports to Turkey in 2015 continued throughout 2016, during
which exports to Turkey fell steeply by 24% to $1.3 billion only – the lowest level in the
last seven years (since 2009, the year of the global credit crunch which was followed
by a fall in global trade). However, in the first half of 2017, exports picked up and rose
6% from their level in mid-2016, to a total of $670 million.

Exports to Turkey: 2007-2016
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The most dominant exports industry in Israel's exports to Turkey is chemicals and oil
distillates. The steep decline in exports to Turkey in the last few years was part of the
general downward trend in the exports of this industry (which was also evidenced in
other exports industries). Accordingly, the rise seen since the start of 2017 in chemical
and distillate exports, also included Turkey – a key target market. The recovery in
exports to the country in the first six months of 2017 is primarily attributable to the
growth in exports of this industry. Exports of chemicals and oil distillates to Turkey
rose 13% and totaled $480 million – 72% of total exports.
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Export to Turkey is highly concentrated and is impacted by changes in the chemicals
industry. Excluding chemicals and oil distillates, exports to Turkey actually fell by 10%
from the first half of 2016. However, a multi-annual analysis of exports to Turkey
excluding chemicals indicates that exports are still well below their level in previous
years. In comparison, in the years 2015-201620 average exports to Turkey totaled $417
million – 15% below their level in 2013-2014 and 22% below their level in 2011-2012.

Trends in exports to Turkey
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During the first half of 2017, there was an overall downward trend in exports to
Turkey: exports of metals21 fell 30% to $30 million, exports of mineral products fell
44% to $15 million, exports of machinery and equipment declined by 45% to $14
million, exports of paper and printing products declined by 39% to $11 million and
exports of pharmaceuticals fell 62% to $7 million.
On the other hand, exports of engines and electrical equipment soared 78% to $25
million, exports of textiles and apparel surged 77% to $13 million, and agricultural
exports rose 37% to $13 million.
20
21

Exports of goods excluding diamonds – net of chemicals
The bulk of these exports is recycled metals and scrap metal for recycling
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Noteworthy is the rapid depreciation in the Turkish Lira vis-à-vis the dollar, which
contributed to the waning demand for global and Israeli commodities. Over the past
few years, the Turkish Lira lost roughly 50% of its value and it is currently traded at the
same price at the Israeli currency (as stated, close to 50% of its value in January 2013,
trading at 1 Turkish Lira / 2 NIS.

Turkish Lira against the US Dollar and the NIS // rate of change 2013-2017

Source: Bloomberg

India
In 2016, Israeli exports to India totaled $1.15 billion, down 13% from 2015. In the
first half of 2017, this trend continued and exports to India fell sharply by 19% (to
$475 million). In fact, among Israel's key export destinations, India was one of the
few countries to which exports declined compared to 2016.
Amid the downturn in India's economy in 2010-2013, there was a continued
contraction in demand for Israeli goods, which hit a six-year low in 2013. Following the
establishment of the new government and the impressive economic recovery, there
was a substantial improvement in the trade between Israel and India, which was
reflected in a sharp increase in exports. In 2015, this trend peaked with a double-digit
growth of 21% to $1.3 billion. In 2016, the trend reversed with a contraction in
exports to India. Nevertheless, in 2016 exports remained high relative to their level in
2013-2014. In our opinion, in 2017 exports to India was fall below their level in the last
two years.
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We should, however, emphasize that India is one of the growing and most important
target markets for Israeli exports and is traditionally one of the 10 key export
destinations. India currently ranks 8th among Israel's target markets.

Exports to India
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Exports to India are defense oriented and therefore volatile. This is mainly due to the
defense transactions signed between the countries. The exports that arise from these
transactions are recorded based on the method of progress of works in the project and
thus tends to be more volatile than those recorded by other ordinary industries.
In the first half of 2017, 5 of the 6 major export industries – which together account for
75% of total exports to India, recorded a substantial downturn compared to 2016:
exports of telecommunication equipment fell 24% to $97 million, exports of chemicals
and oil distillates declined by 7% to $78 million, exports of mineral products fell 20%
to $63 million, exports of metals and metal products22 dropped 67% to $33 million
and exports of industrial equipment for control, optical equipment and photographic
instruments fell 15% to $30 million. Exports of machinery and equipment actually rose
23%, in contrast with the general trend, to $47 million.

22

The bulk of metal exports are intended for the upgrade of transportation vehicles and control systems
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Declines were also recorded in exports of control, measurement and navigation
instruments (fell 44% to $12 million), exports of rubber and plastic (fell 22% to $9
million) and exports of engines and electrical equipment (fell 33% to $7 million).
In contrast with the general downward trend in exports to India, exports of electronic
components soared 100% to $30 million, exports of medical equipment rose 25% to
$15 million and agricultural exports surged 200% year-over-year totaling $11 million.

Spain
In 2016 Israeli exports to Spain rose by 14% and totaled $875 million, but still
remained well below their average in the past few years. In the first half of 2017,
exports to Spain declined 4%, mainly due to the downturn in exports of chemicals
and oil distillates.
Exports to Spain are impacted by the sharp volatility in the chemicals and oil distillates
industry, which accounts for more than half of Israel's exports to Spain23. In 2016,
these exports posted an 8% decline while in the first half of 2017 it dropped further by
22%.
A positive and offsetting impact was recorded by the plastic and rubber industry,
which soared 130% year-over-year in the first half of 2017, totaling $64 million.
Net of these impacts, exports to Spain of most industries declined: exports of
machinery and equipment dropped 42% to $40 million, exports of paper and printing
products fell 22% to $30 million, agricultural exports declined by 16% to $20 million,
exports of metals and metal products declined by 4% to $9 million, exports of
telecommunication equipment dropped 43% to $7 million, exports of medical
equipment fell 5% to $6 million and exports of food and beverages dropped 55% yearover-year to $6 million.
In contrast with the downward trend, exports of industrial control equipment rose
54% to $87 million, exports of mineral products rose 24% to $15 million.

Italy
Israeli exports to Italy in 2016 totaled $810 million – up 3% from 2015, following a
sharp 23% decline in exports year-over-year in 2014. In the first six months of 2017,
exports to Italy totaled $415 million – down 13% in dollar terms from their level in
mid-2016.

23

Its weight in average exports to Spain during 2013-201 was 50%
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Like Spain (and other destinations in Europe), exports to Italy is strongly impacted by
chemicals and oil distillates, a key export industry to Italy, which usually represents
half of total exports24. In 2016, these exports declined by 13% and continued to decline
by 5% in the first half of 2017. Another industry with substantial impact is aircraft,
which is also highly volatile with regard to exports (for reasons specified earlier). In the
first half of 2017, aircraft exports dropped 94% to $2.5 million, after soaring to $47
million, following the completion of a transaction that was signed in 201225.
Other than these industries, exports to Italy in the first half of 2017 recorded a
downward trend almost across-the-board (net of chemicals and aircrafts, exports
declined by 7%): exports of machinery and equipment fell 31% to $28 million, exports
of metals and metal products declined by 9% to $17 million, exports of
telecommunication equipment fell 19% to $10 million, exports of agricultural produce
fell 31% to $9 million, and exports of food and beverages declined by 22% to $8
million. On the other hand, exports of rubber and plastic products rose 5% to $65
million, exports of industrial control equipment also rose 5% to $13 million and
exports of medical equipment rose 36% to $11 million.
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Its weight in the average exports during 2013-2015 was 46%
In July 2012 Israel and Italy signed an offset agreement (offset), pursuant to which the Italian
government has undertaken to carry out reciprocal trade transactions in excess of $1 billion with the
Israeli defence industries.
25
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Exports of Services
An analysis of the balance-of-payments in 2016 points to steady growth in services
exports – the engine driving Israeli exports in the past few years. During this period,
services exports grew at a rapid pace, and in light of the continued stagnation in
exports of goods, were the main factor that propelled export growth or at least
prevented the overall decline in exports. The accelerated growth in services exports
was also the main contributor to Israel's positive trade balance; this, together with
the sharp decline in imports of energy materials (since the start of gas production in
Israel), resulted in a current account surplus.
In 2016, exports of services returned to a growth track. The growth in exports is mainly
attributable to the accelerated increase in exports of R&D, software and computers –
the main contributor to this growth in the last few years.
An analysis of the balance-of-payments in the first half of 2017 shows that services
exports rose by 8% year-over-year to $21 billion.
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As stated, the growth in the exports of the services industry is mainly owing to
exports to high-tech services. Similar to prior periods, in the first half of 2017 the
growth in exports of computer and software services continued, rising 12% to $6.8
billion. Exports of R&D services26 remained unchanged at $2.3 billion. Exports of start
up services declined by 4% to $970 million, exports of services to the high-tech
industry remained unchanged at $800 million, while exports of telecom services fell
3% to $210 million.
Total exports of high tech services in the first half of 2017 amounted to $11 billion – up
6.5% from the same period in 2016. These exports account for 54% of Israel's revenue
from the services industry; in fact, the entire growth in services exports during the
past few years (2013-2016) stemmed from exports of high-tech services.
The aggregate exports of other services remained unchanged, while some recorded a
decline during the period of 2013-2016. However, in 2017 a recovery was evident
almost across-the-board in the services industry. Exports of professional services
grew by 6% to $1.8 billion, exports of wholesale commerce rose 7% to $750 million
and even exports of banking and financial services rose 11% to $360 million. Exports
of industrial services27 rose 5% to $320 million.
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26

Including scientific R&D services, technological incubators and start-up companies; excluding
software R&D centers, which are classified as computer and software services
27
Excluding exports of high tech services.
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The analysis further shows that the upward trend in tourism services has gained
momentum. In the first half of 2017, exports of tourism services totaled $3.2 billion –
up16% year-over-year. In the past few years, Israel's tourism industry suffered from
weak demand and the shekel's appreciation vis-à-vis the Euro and the Ruble – which
significantly hurt incoming tourism from Russia and the EU.
Unlike prior years and in line with the forecasts that predicted a change in the trend
and an accelerated growth in global trade, in the first half of 2017, exports of
transportation services increased for the first time in 4 years. Total exports of
transportation services rose 6% to $1.8 billion.

The growth in services exports in the last few years: mainly
driven by the high tech industry
The growth in 2017: also owing to other services sectors
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The Exchange Rate
Changes in the exchange rate, particularly the dollar against the shekel, have a direct
and significant impact on the revenues of Israeli companies from exports. According to
the Central Bureau of Statistics, 86% of export transactions are carried out in US dollar,
11% in Euro and 3% in other currencies.

Shekel – US dollar
Despite the US dollar's strengthening vis-à-vis leading currencies (see details below),
overall in 2016 the dollar depreciated against the shekel, with an average rate of NIS
3.84 –1.1% lower than in 2015. During the first six month of 2017, the dollar posted a
steep decline of 9.1% and closed at NIS 3.66 – 5.2% below its average rate in the first
half of 201628.
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During the months of July-August 2017, the dollar rose from NIS 3.496/$ at the end of June to NIS
3.618/$ (as of August 23, 2017)
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Shekel – Euro
On the backdrop of the Euro's global weakening and the shekel's appreciation against
the dollar, the shekel continued its accelerated increase against the Euro, and at the
start of March 2017 hit a 16-year high (NIS 3.82/EUR). In the following months the
Euro posted a recovery, both globally and against the shekel. At the end of June 2017,
the Euro closed at NIS 3.986 – 1.4% below its rate at the start of 2017. The Euroshekel average exchange rate during the period was NIS 3.965 – 8% below its
average rate in the first half of 201629.
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Shekel – Currency basket
At the start of July, the currency basket fell to 77.254 points – its lowest level ever
vis-à-vis the shekel! The decline in the currency basket derived from the shekel's
continued appreciation against the Euro and the dollar.
29

During the months of July-August 2017, the Euro rose further from NIS 3.986/EUR at the end of June
to NIS 4.267/EUR (as of August 23, 2017)
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In July and August, following a slight increase in the Euro and the dollar against the
shekel, the currency basket rose above 81 points30. Despite this increase, the currency
basket is still at its historically lowest level against the strong shekel.

All time low in the Real effective exchange rate
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The Bank of Israel measures the development of the currency basket's effective
exchange rate, which is composed of the shekel’s exchange rate against the 26
currencies of Israel’s 33 main trading partners.
An analysis conducted by the economic unit, showed that the method employed by
the BOI for measuring the exchange rate, the selection of the currencies composing
the basket, and the weight set for each currency is flawed and perhaps misleading.

30

As of August 8, 2017
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Forecast for 2017
The purpose of our export projection model is, first and foremost, to predict trends of
global trade (and Israel's exports) in the short term. The model is based on several
resources, estimates, assessments, projections and data of leading research entities
such as: the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Center
and the Economist's information unit, among others.
According to the estimates made by international organizations, global trade which
stagnated in the past few years is facing a long-awaited cyclical recovery in 2017. The
IMF, for example, predicts that in 2017, global trade and economic growth will pick up.
In 2015-2016, the growth rate of international trade activities (which was already low)
fell to 2.2% only, mainly due to the steep decline in the imports of developed
countries. However, the IMF projects a 4% growth in global trade in 2017.

World Trade Growth
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Imports by developed countries, which account for more than 60% of Israeli exports,
posted an impressive growth rate in the period 2013-2015, which fell to 2.3% in 2016.
In 2017, the IMF is predicting recovery and a 3.9% growth in the imports of
developed markets.
The rate of growth in imports of developing countries contracted during this period,
hitting a low point in 2015 with a growth rate of 0.3% only. In 2016, imports began to
pick up with a 2.2% increase in volumes, while the outlook for 2017 is more optimistic
and predict a 4.1% growth in the imports of developing markets, which account for
more than one third of Israeli exports.
Similar projections of a recovery in global trade have been published by the World
Bank, the WTO and the EIU.

Volume of imports and Exports: Developed and Developing
Countries
Q1.2012-Q4.2016, seasonally adjusted (Q1.2012 = 100)

Source: World Trade Organization
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The IEI's model takes into account, based on the outlook of leading research firms –
the change in the weighted imports of 25 of Israel's major target markets. This
provides a reliable estimate of the direction to which commodity exports will move in
the near future. Our model clearly shows the steep decline in the aggregate weighted
imports of these countries over the past few years and the corresponding stagnation in
commodity exports, which aggravated in 2015. In 2016, the model predicted that this
decline would moderate, while for 2017 it predicts that the pace of recovery in trade
will accelerate, leading to an increase in Israeli exports. Based on this model, we
estimate a 5% increase (in dollar terms) in the exports of goods (excluding
diamonds).

Trends in Israeli exports – weighted imports by 25 major target markets
% Annual change / original data, at current prices
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The calculation of goods and services exports (excluding start-ups), we
estimate that in 2017 total exports will grow by 6% in dollar terms – totaling
$100 billion.
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IEICI 2017 forecast // exports of goods and services
In dollar terms (excluding start-ups)

Export Growth Forecast
Export of goods and services
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For further information please contact:
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Head of Economic Unit
Israel Export Institute
Tel: 03-5142803, email: itayz@export.gov.il
Shauli Katznelson
Deputy Director General for Economics & Professional Services
Israel Export Institute
Tel: 03-5142961, email: shauli@export.gov.il
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Exports based on Foreign Trade Data, the Balance of Payments
and National Accounting: Differences and Adjustments
Export figures based on foreign trade data (deriving from export records) do not
include various adjustments in the calculation of goods and services exports in
the balance-of-payment:
Most of the adjustments in exports arise from the following:
1. Sales are recorded based on the work-in-progress in large plants: these
plants carry out large-scale projects, while a partial execution of the
projects is recognized as a sale that can be recorded in the company’s
books. The entry in the balance-of-payments is based on the reports of
companies that use this method, while the amounts reported by customs
for such exports are deducted from foreign trade data.
2. International trade in goods sold overseas, where such goods do not enter
or exit the country: pursuant to the new international guidelines for entry
in the balance-of-payment, these transactions are recorded as exports of
goods (in 2010 such transactions were recorded in the balance-of-services),
where the purchase of goods overseas or the cost of production overseas by
subcontractors are recorded as negative exports, and the sale of goods
overseas to the end customer is recorded as a positive export. The summary
of the two transactions will be recorded as net exports of goods.
3. Exports to the Palestinian Authority: these exports are recorded based on
VAT invoices rather than customs documents, and are therefore not
included in foreign trade data.
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